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Abstract
A material that mimics the properties of bones was developed by optimizing the ratio of
polymer composites of polylactic acid (PLA) and poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL), containing small
amounts of titanium oxide (TiO2). Although titanium-based alloys have commonly been used for
bone replacement procedures due to their biocompatibility with the human body and their
mechanical properties, stress shielding continues to be a problem. The structure of a bone has a
porosity which permits the flow of nutrients, blood, oxygen and minerals, and is an issue at the
time of creating bone replacements using conventional methods. PLA and PCL have been used in
biomedical applications due to their biocompatibility with the human body and their mechanical
properties in vivo. PLA and PCL provide strength to the artificial cancellous bone supplying the
initial support, and allowing the gradual degradation desired in the human body. In this work the
polymer composite materials were prepared, then filaments were used to print the 3D structures
using Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), after which their physical, chemical, mechanical and
biological properties were tested. Different characterization methods were used, such as
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), tensile testing, and scanning electron microscopy to
evaluate the effect of the fillers. The printed composites show excellent in vitro biocompatibility
including cell proliferation, adhesion and osteoblast differentiation and are therefore promising
candidates to be used in the field of bio-medical applications. Furthermore, PLA/PCL composites
infused with TiO2 seem to be a good option specifically for bone replacement procedures, since
the mechanical properties of PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites are similar to the cancellous bones
making them a viable option for bone replacement and grafting procedures.
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Chapter 1: Background
1.1 3D printing
Additive layer manufacturing (ALM) is a technology that has been growing rapidly as it
has many advantages over conventional manufacturing methods. ALM involves the computergenerated model or computer aided design (CAD) of the desired object and then, the rapid
prototyping that includes the solid freeform fabrication (SFF) of such design through one of the
different ALM techniques. Stereolithography (SL), digital light processing (DLP), selective laser
sintering (SLS), fused deposition modeling (FDM), and multi jet modeling (MJM) are some of the
methods used.
Fused deposition modeling is one technology available in the industry, in schools for
educational purposes and it is used at home settings. This printing process builds structures by
extruding a semiliquid thermoplastic filament layer by layer. This method has various advantages
such as the equipment and maintenance costs being low since the structures and devices of the
program are simple compared to other printing techniques. For example, with the help of RepRap
(Replicating Rapid-prototyper), which is an open source rapid prototyping system, the replication
of printer parts can be made and thus the technique applied to a variety of materials. Furthermore,
when the precision of the controlling device is augmented, it can be applied to a wider range of
industries to strengthen the surface roughness of the models.
3D printing has had an impact in the biomedical field since it provides benefits such as
customization of products, cost-effectiveness, and most importantly because it is possible to create
complex structures, making it ideal for patient-specific devices. Because of this possibility of
creating complex structures, FDM can recreate a structure in which biological components can be
incorporated allowing for the regeneration of the bone. The complex nature of the bones with its
different porosity areas (cortical and cancellous) can thus be recreated by 3D printing.
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1.2 Bone tissue engineering
In the field of tissue engineering, bone grafting has become necessary due to diseases such
as arthritis, traumatic injuries, and surgery for bone tumors that are very common, especially in
the senior population. Bone grafting is beneficial to repair bones that have been severely damaged
or have been lost. Bone replacement may be classified as permanent or temporary depending on
the characteristics of its material. A permanent replacement is used when a bone is missing and a
temporary implant is used when the implant will be removed after the treatment is successful [1].
The choice of bone graft depends on varying considerations including the intended clinical
application,

defect

size,

mechanical

properties,

availability,

required

bioactivity

(osteoconductive/osteoinductive/osteogenic), handling problem, cost and ethical issues [2].
Once these issues have been considered, the types of grafts can be classified as autograft,
allograft and bone graft substitutes, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. Autograft
and allograft depend to great extent on the suitability of the donor and constitute essentially the
positioning of bones from one place or person, to another. Bone graft substitutes require specific
material characteristics and are the subjects of a multitude of studies that focus on engineering
substitutes or scaffolds to support bone tissue.
The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and Young’s Modulus of human bones are 60 ~ 120
MPa for compact bones and 7 ~ 25 GPa respectively at different ages [2,3]. The concept of bone
tissue engineering includes the design and building of a synthetic frame that will mimic the
mechanical properties of the bone. This scaffold should combine mechanical function and tissue
generation. Since bones are not homogenous, but formed by bone tissue that varies in composition
and porosity, the scaffolds that will support or replace them should be adequately designed [4].
The mechanical properties depend upon the porosity, size and distribution of hydroxyapatite (HA)
crystals within collagen fibrils, and the presence and distribution of micro cracks within the bone.
The collagen fibril matrix provides both toughness and tensile strength and the crystalline HA
structure provides compressive strength and brittleness. Because of this, the optimization of
porosity needs to mimic the superficial cortical (high density tissue) and the internal cancellous
2

(more porous) bones. The mechanical and biological performance of scaffolds depends on the
integration of the computational topology design, the solid free form fabrication and the material
used to fabricate it [5,6]. To initiate the development of materials for bone grafting, the scaffolds
should be fabricated, then tested for their mechanical characteristics and, beyond that fabricated
scaffolds needed to be validated as appropriate candidates to be used in animals as well as in the
human body.
The process of grafting is expensive because it usually includes metal substitutes such as
stainless steel, magnesium, titanium or cobalt alloys, and this method of using metal has had some
problems due to factors such as the metal’s higher strength and toxicity. Some kinds of metal ions
(titanium, aluminum, vanadium, nickel, cobalt, chromium) released over a period of time are toxic
in the human body, and even if some of them are normal components of the body, they can become
toxic at high dosage [7]. When the strength of the bone is less than the transplanted support, the
bone will most likely break instead of the implant, since the implant carries most of the load
resulting in a weakening of bone (stress shielding). For these reasons, temporary grafting is
preferred, eliminating or replacing it as needed.
Biodegradable materials have emerged to solve these problems [8]. Taking advantage of
the regenerative character of bones, implants or grafts no longer need to be removed thus
minimizing trauma and risks of infection from secondary surgeries. The biodegradable scaffold
can degenerate and eventually disappear as new tissue is growing and regenerating. Biodegradable
magnesium alloys, ceramics and polymers make suitable scaffold building materials.
1.3 Biomaterials
Polymer materials can be natural such as collagen and chitosan, or synthetic, i.e. polylactic
acid (PLA), polyglycolic acid (PGA), poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL) and poly-β-hydroxybutayrate
(PHB) as well as polylactic acid-c—glycolic acid (PLGA) [9]. Polymers in both categories have
been used for medical applications [10–12]. PLA and PCL, the polymers used in this study, are
synthetic biodegradable thermoplastic polymers these two polymers have been used in the field of
3

biomedical applications due to their biocompatibility with the human body, and their mechanical
properties in vivo [13,14]. Specific properties can be obtained when different polymers are mixed
and can be tailored depending on the application in which they will be used.
PLA can be blended with other flexible polymers that will act as plasticizers to improve its
toughness and reduce its brittleness [15]. PCL is a biocompatible and biodegradable aliphatic
polyester like PLA. It has good toughness, displays rubbery properties and has low glass transition
and melting temperatures. It is also more thermally stable than PLA, which opens the possibility
that the presence of PCL in PLA will not only improve its toughness, but also its thermal stability.
When it is blended with PCL, the brittleness of PLA is improved [16]. The possibility of the
application of these two polymers as bone graft scaffolds and biomaterials is growing since they
complement each other in their physical properties and biodegradability.
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) particles can be added into the composite to obtain even more
favorable material properties such as toughness, flexibility and thermal stability [17]. Although
TiO2 is an inorganic particle, it exhibits suitable biocompatibility and is well known to be nontoxic depending on crystalline phase, the size of the particles and condition of aggregation [18,19].
Anatase and rutile are two phases of TiO2 particles with different properties. Several studies have
reported that anatase particles show lower toxicity than rutile particles [20]. It has also been
discovered that particles smaller than 20 nm show higher toxicity than larger particles [21].
Another factor that has to be considered is the aggregation of the particles; aggregates ~600 nm
show higher effect on cell viability than smaller aggregates of ~160 nm. Titania, with its
antibacterial characteristics [22], helps reduce the risk of infections from implants in the body. The
TiO2 can serve as filler for additional reinforcement and to increase the polymer’s mechanical
properties. The addition of TiO2 into the materials requires the particles to be scattered uniformly
into the blend to prevent bulging of the material [23].
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Chapter 2: Materials and structures
2.1 Materials
The polylactic acid in pellet form used in the study was a commercial grade (PLA 4043D),
with a density of 1.24 g/cc, glass transition temperature of ~53°C and a melting temperature of
~153°C. The polycaprolactone also in pellet form (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) has a density
of 1.15 g/cc at 25°C, a glass transition temperature of ~60°C and a melting temperature ~65°C.
The titanium dioxide (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) of three different sizes (50 nm, 150 nm and
300nm as seen in figure 2.1), were received as anatase with melting point of ~1800°C, and a
density of 4.26 g/cc at 25°C. All materials were used as received.

Figure 2.1: SEM images of titanium dioxide particles for this study. (a) Small (50 nm), (b)
medium (150 nm), large (300 nm).
2.2 Filament preparation
To make the filament, a blend was prepared to make pellets with the desired composition.
The first blends made were a mixture of PLA/PCL with different compositions (75/25 wt. %, 50/50
wt. % and 25/75 wt. % PCL). After testing their mechanical properties, the blend composed of 75
wt. % PLA and 25 wt. % PCL showed the best characteristics. This composition was the one
selected to study the effect of the addition of titanium dioxide. The mixing process starts by first
melting the corresponding amount of PLA due to its higher melting point. PCL is then added, and
when the blend is uniformly mixed, the filler is added and stirred until a homogeneous mixture is
5

achieved. The solid mixture is then cut into pieces small enough to be fed into the filament extruder
(figure 2.2). The extruder consists of a motor, a pellet feeder, a heated barrel, a screw and a die.
The motor rotates the screw inside the barrel and directs the pellets to the end of the barrel. With
the help of a heating band, the material melts and is extruded through the die or nozzle into a
filament. The barrel has a length of 15 cm and an outer diameter of 2.5 cm. The screw has the same
length with a diameter of 2 cm, while the nozzle of the extruder has a diameter of 2 mm. The
filament, after being extruded, has a diameter smaller than 2 mm allowing it to fit into the print
head of the 3D printer. The filament extruder and the printer used were developed by members of
the PNE laboratory (figure 2.3), who have been developing and improving printing methods with
different materials [24–30].

Figure 2.2: Extruder used to make filaments developed in the PNE laboratory.

Figure 2.3: 3D printer used to fabricate testing samples developed in the PNE Laboratory.
6

2.3 Structure fabrication
The filaments made of various compositions of PLA, PCL and TiO2 were used to print
specimens for tensile testing. Specifications for sample preparation followed the standards of the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D638 type IV (figure 2.4), and the outer
structure of the artificial bone was also printed (figure 2.5). Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
consists of continuous addition of thin layers of material, in which the filament is placed into the
heated extruder and according to the 3D data the material is extruded through a nozzle to 3D print
the cross section of the desired object into a heated platform. The melted filament layers will then
bond to the previous layers as they solidify. The printing process for all different filaments was
maintained constant with the same printing parameters. Tensile samples used to test the polymerpolymer interface were made using a similar printer but with two nozzle heads instead of one. The
process is the same, only the code is modified so that the printer alternates between two different
nozzles, each with its own filament, using only one extruder at a time, controlling different
temperatures and printing speeds. The quality of the final print is dependent on the temperature,
speed and the layer thickness.

Figure 2.4: Structures printed for tensile and biological tests.
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Figure 2.5: 3D printed model of cancellous bone with PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.25/24.75/1 wt.%
composite.
2.4 Material interface analysis
A polymer blend interface is when a polymer is in contact with another polymer and a
polymer composite interface is when it is in contact with filler or other non-polymer materials.
The blends of PLA and PCL are immiscible because of the resulting low entropy and the heat of
mixing which is frequently positive [31]. According to Helfand and Tagami, an interface is when
the molecular species occupy a space of a very small length, and the composition in these phases
varies [32]. The interface area of two polymers increases when they are mixed in powder state.
Since in this work PLA and PCL were melt mixed, they have a low interface, but much higher
than the samples made using a dual nozzle head. The mechanical behavior between different
interfaces can be described in terms of thermodynamics.
Tensile strength samples were designed to get the same 50:50 ratio with different number
of interfaces. This ratio was chosen because at this point the samples would have the maximum
value of ∆S. To study the effects of interface areas, the overlapping gauge was changed as
illustrated in figure 2.6. When the number of interfaces is higher (sample C), the interface area
increases dramatically. In this study, the change in tensile strength was studied according to the
change (increase) in the interface area.

8

Figure 2.6: Interface areas of printed samples 1:1 PLA/PCL. Interface images A and B printed
using dual nozzle printer and image C printed with melt mixed material.
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Chapter 3: In vitro analysis
3.1 Cell culture
Mouse calvarial isolated preosteoblast cell line, MC3T3-E1 subclone 4, were grown in
alpha-MEM (Gibco, Gran Island, NY) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 100 U/ml
penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Gibco, Gran Island, NY) under a humidified atmosphere
of 95% air / 5% CO2 at 37°C. Cells were subcultured 2-3 times per week, and the medium was
changed every other day. To obtain osteoblast, cells were cultured in α-MEM containing 50 mg/L
of ascorbic acid, 10 mM β- glycerphosphate, and 50 ng/ml of BMP2 (Sigma-Aldrich, Sr. Louis,
MO). All the PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites were sterilized with 2X antibiotics solution (2%
penicillin and streptomycin) for 1 hour at room-temperature and pre-incubated in growth medium
for 3 additional hours at 37°C.
3.2 Cell proliferation assay
Cell proliferation assay was performed using Celltiter 96® aqueous one solution cell
proliferation assay (Promega, Madison, WI) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells
were seeded in the 96˗well culture plate at 1 x 103 cells/well with PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites. At
days 1, 2, 5, 7 and 14 a 10 μl/well of MTS reagent was added for 2 hours at 37 °C to allow the
formation of a soluble violet formazan product by viable cells. MTS-1 reagent is a stable
tetrazolium salt. When it is cleaved into soluble formazan by a dehydrogenase such as succinatetetrazolium reductase, it detects only viable cells. Therefore, the optical density of violet formazan
dye is correlated directly to the number of cells. The absorbance was determined to be 490 nm
using a microplate spectrophotometer (BioTek, Winooski, VT).
3.3 Immunofluorescence
Cells were cultured onto a 12˗well culture plate at a density of 1 x 104 cells/well in the
PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites or a poly-D-lysine coated coverslip. For filamentous-actin staining,
cells were washed with PBS and fixed with 10% neutral buffered formalin (Sigma-Aldrich, Sr.
Louis, MO) for 15 min. Cells were then treated with 0.1 % Triton X-100 for 5 min at room
10

temperature and reacted with Rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin (Molecular Probe, Eugene,
Oregon) for 2 hours at room temperature. To protect the fluorescence signals and make the nuclei
visible, cells were mounted with DAPI containing mounting solution (Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA). All fluorescence images were captured by a LSM 700 confocal microscope
(ZEISS, Jena, Germany).
3.4 Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and alizarin red S staining
For ALP staining, MC3T3-E1 cells were cultured in 48-well culture plate at a density of 1
x 105 cells/well. After osteoblast differentiation using conditioned medium, alkaline phosphatase
staining was performed using Leukocyte alkaline phosphatase kit (Sigma-Aldrich, Sr. Louis, MO)
according to the instruction. Cells were immersed in a fixative solution (2.5 ml of citric acid, 6.5
ml of acetone and 0.8ml of 37% formaldehyde) for 1 min, rinsed with distilled water, and incubated
with Naphthol-AS-BL alkaline solution mixture at room-temperature for 30 min. Cells were
additionally rinsed with distilled water and air dry. For alizarin red S staining, cells were plated in
48-well culture plate at a density of 1 x 105 cells/well. After being fixed in 10% neutral buffered
formalin for 15 min at room temperature, cells were rinsed with distilled water and stained with
2% Alizarin Red S solution (Millipore, Billerica, MA) for 30 min, washed again, air dry images
were photographed.
3.5 RNA extraction and real-time PCR
Total RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, Sr. Louis, MO) and cDNA
was synthesized by M-MLV reverse-transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WI). To quantify the
relative mRNA expression of osteogenic markers, the primer for ALP (forward; 5’CCAACTCTTTTGTGCCAGAGA-3’, reverse; 5’-GGCTACATTGGTG TTGAGCTTTT-3’),
osteocalcin

(forward;

5’-GCAATAAGGTAGTGAACAGACTCC-3’,

reverse;

GTTT

GTAGGCGGTCTTCAAGC-3’) and GAPDH (forward; 5’- AGGTCGGTGTGAACGGATTTG 3’, reverse; 5’- TGTAGACCATGTAG TTGAGGTCA-3’) were used. Diluted cDNA by one over
two was mixed with 1 X SYBR green master mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster city, CA) and 0.2
11

μM forward and reverse primers. Quantitative RT-PCR was performed using StepOne real-time
PCR (Applied Biosystems, Foster city, CA) and normalized by GAPDH levels.
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Chapter 4: Analysis tools
4.1 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
The heat flow of the composites was analyzed using a differential scanning calorimeter as
the one in figure 4.3 (DSC 404 F1 Pegasus®, NETZSCH, Germany) to confirm whether PLA and
PCL exhibit miscible or immiscible behavior. The scan speed was constant at 5 °C/min by using
controlled mixed gases. The setting temperature of the blended PLA/PCL and PLA/PCL/TiO2 was
determined by following the DSC results.

Figure 4.1: Netzsh DSC 404 F1 Pegasus differential scanning calorimeter [33].
4.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The fracture surface of the composites was observed using a SEM (Hitachi Tabletop TM‐
1000, Japan). This microscope (figure 4.2) uses a beam of electrons to generate signals at the
surface of solid specimens and it is able to show the texture and the chemical composition of the
sample. The samples were cut parallel to the fracture surface having a height of approximately 5
mm. They were mounted on the holder using double-sided conductive carbon tape; no coating was
needed to examine the specimens

13

4.3 Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
Elemental or chemical analysis was performed using an EDS (figure 4.2) dedicated for
Hitachi TM-1000 Tabletop Microscope (SwiftED-TM, Japan) to determine the dispersion and
distribution of the filler particles in the composite. Images generated by the backscattered electrons
in the SEM reveals the difference in atomic number and are also used for element mapping to
detect particular elements and their dispersion and intensity.

Figure 4.2: Hitachi TM-1000 Tabletop scanning electron microscope with EDS [34].
4.4 Tensile test machine
Tensile testing is used to see how samples behave when forces are applied in tension, and
to define the material as brittle or ductile. TestResourses 100 Family Universal Test Machine
(figure 4.1) was used to perform the test for all samples. A tensile profile is created during the test
and the results are graphically shown in a stress-strain curve. All the tests were conducted at room
temperature.
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Figure 4.3: TestResourses 100 Family Universal Test Machine [35].
4.5 Microplate spectrophotometry
Cell concentration in the composites was studied using a microplate spectrophotometer
(BioTek, Winooski, VT). This analytical instrument (figure 4.4) measures the reflection of visible
light, UV light or infrared light as a function of its color (wavelength). Since all chemical
compounds absorbs or reflects light differently, spectrophotometry can determine the
concentration of a known substance by detecting the intensity of the light. This absorption or
reflection is determined by capturing and evaluating the color observed with the instrument.
4.6 Confocal microscopy
To study the three-dimensional dynamics in living cells a confocal microscope (ZEISS,
Jena, Germany) and immunofluorescence staining were used. This microscope (figure 4.5) creates
images by excluding most of the light from the specimen that does not come from the microscope’s
focal plane and illuminates it by the excitation of fluorophores causing detectable fluorescence. A
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confocal microscope differentiates from a conventional microscope since it gives better contrast,
more color possibilities, three-dimensional reconstruction of specimen, and improved resolution.

Figure 4.4: Epoch Microplate Spectrophotometer [36].

Figure 4.5: ZEISS LSM 700 confocal microscope [37].
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4.7 StepOne real-time PCR
To quantify the relative mRNA expression of osteogenic markers, RT-PCR was performed
using StepOne real-time PCR (Applied Biosystems, Foster city, CA). This PCR system (figure
4.6) is used to amplify a small segment of DNA by making a sequence of millions of copies of this
segment. This technique is used to reproduce large segments of DNA using few cells instead of
instead of making unnecessary use of many cells.

Figure 4.6: StepOne real-time PCR system [38].
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Chapter 5: Results and discussion
5.1 Thermal analysis
Differential scanning calorimetry was used to determine critical temperatures of the
materials such as melting and crystallization. Results also showed that the two polymers used are
immiscible. Figure 5.1 shows melting endotherms of PLA and PCL which appear at 66°C and
183°C, respectively. For the blend with a 3:1 ratio of PLA and PCL, there are two peaks for the
melting temperatures which demonstrate these polymers are immiscible. The presence of PCL in
the blend does not affect the melting temperature of the PLA. Crystallization exothermic peaks are
located at the range of 90°C to 100°C for the 3:1 mixture meaning that PCL increases the
crystallinity. This crystallization behavior is common in PLA, and it controls the degradation rate
and the mechanical properties [39]. It has been reported that higher amounts of crystallinity in a
material improve its mechanical properties [40]. In addition, the increased stability of the polymers
by the addition of TiO2 has been proved in this study. The particles of TiO2 have improved the
stability of PLA without affecting melting temperature through the enhanced interaction between
PLA and the particles.
5.2 Elemental analysis
To identify the presence of TiO2 in polymer matrix, EDS analysis was performed. Elements
from our materials generate different energy values. The computer compares these values with
standard energy values. Variations in the intensity of the energy values indicate a relative
concentration of the selected elements. Two samples were analyzed using this technique to
determine TiO2 dispersion (size and shape of the particle) and distribution (spreading) in the
material. The first sample was a small segment of filament composed of PLA/PCL with 1 % TiO2
medium particles, and the second sample was a small printed cube (5 x 5 x 5 mm).
The cross section of the filament and the top side of the printed sample were analyzed in
the SEM and then the EDS spectrum was compared with known standards. Results of the analysis
are shown in figure 5.2. The left side of the figure shows SEM image and the corresponding
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elemental maps of the cross-section of the filament. These maps show how TiO2 particles have
good dispersion and relatively good distribution. The right side of figure 5.2 groups the elemental
maps and SEM image of the printed sample, and they also show good dispersion and better
dispersion compared to the filament sample.
From these results, it can be said that the preparation of the blends and the filament
extrusion generate a material with homogeneous composition, and that the fabrication of the
structures using fused deposition modeling enhances the distribution of the particles in the polymer
matrix.

Figure 5.1: Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements of PLA 100 wt.%, PLA/PCL
75/25 wt.%, PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.25/24.75/1 wt.% and PCL 100 wt.%.
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Figure 5.2: EDS mapping of the cross section of a filament, and a printed sample, both composed
of PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.25/24.75/1 wt.%.
5.3 Effect of interface area in PLA/PCL blends
Mechanical behavior of PLA/PCL interface
The effect of the different types of interfaces on the tensile strength is shown in figure 5.3.
Samples labeled in the figure are composed of PLA/PCL 50/50 wt. %, but with different type of
interface areas. Sample A and B were printed using a dual nozzle head printer and they have
different interface patterns; sample A has an interface area of 0.2 mm2/g, and sample B, 0.7 mm2/g.
A greater interface area is expected when polymers are melt mixed, and this can be observed in
sample C with 24.2 mm2/g, assuming the radius cluster of PLA is 100 μm. Larger interface areas
enhances stronger adhesion forces that improve the mechanical properties of the blends giving a
better reinforcement to the system [41]. The tensile strain shows that the samples with a larger
interface area will elongate more. Sample C exhibits the highest ultimate tensile strength of the
three samples, this value (18 MPa) is much lower than the theoretical value for a mixture of PLA
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and PCL since they show high immiscibility. The interface between pure PLA and PCL is expected
to have the same effects from melt blending technique during the printing process.
Fractography of PLA/PCL interface
The partial rupture of the PLA and PCL for different types of interface can be seen in the
SEM images (figure 5.4). Micrographs of samples A and B show how the bonding force between
PLA and PCL holds some portions of the material giving smaller elongation, and how the portions
of pure PCL have greater elongation. The sample C showed a different type of fracture. It can be
seen in the corresponding micrograph that this sample doesn’t show different elongations for the
two polymers since it was melt mixed.
These results show that in specimens A and B the stronger parts were the interface lines.
However, PLA/PCL interface lines are not as strong as the melt mixed material. Therefore, the
tensile strength shows to be better with larger interface area because it creates stronger bonding
forces.

Figure 5.3: Stress-strain curve for 1:1 PLA/PCL with different interface areas (A: 0.2 mm2/g, B:
0.7 mm2/g., and C: 24.2 mm2/g).
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Figure 5.4: SEM images of 1:1 PLA/PCL with different interface areas (A: 0.2 mm2/g, B: 0.7
mm2/g., and C: 24.2 mm2/g).
5.4 Effect of blend composition
Mechanical behavior of PLA/PCL blends
To demonstrate the mechanical properties of PLA/PCL composites, tensile test was
performed. Figure 5.5 depicts the stress and strain curves of PLA/PCL filament. The graph shows
the strength of the polymers improving with increasing percentage of PLA. The slope of the strainstress curves indicates Young’s modulus which is the degree of deformation and elongation of the
samples when subjected to tensile stress. As the content of PCL increased, the Young’s modulus
and ultimate strength (UTS) decreased whereas tensile strain was increased. In other words, the
blends with lower concentration of PCL are more rigid and have smaller deformation. The fracture
images in figure 5.6 are consistent with the stress and strain curves which show more ductile
behavior when PCL content is higher.
It has been suggested that immiscible blended materials present poor mechanical
behaviors; in this work however, the weight ratio of PLA/PCL 75/25 wt. % showed the highest
tensile stress compared to the other composites. The mechanical properties can be modified
depending on the blending process such as melt blending technique [42]. In the present study, it
has been proved that the tensile stress and strain can be controlled by the amount of PCL during
the blending process.
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Figure 5.5: Stress-strain curves for different compositions of PLA/PCL (PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.%,
PLA/PCL 50/50 wt.%, PLA/PCL 25/75 wt.%, and PLA/PCL 0/100 wt.%).

To explore the mechanical properties of PLA/PCL composites, hardness test was also
performed, and results show that the hardness generally decreased when the amount of PCL was
increased (data not shown). However, the hardness of PLA/PCL 75/25 wt. % was higher compared
to PLA/PCL 50/50 wt. %. The hardness can be affected by the porosity within the structure and
this explains why there is fluctuation in the pattern of hardness.
Surface analysis of PLA/PCL blends
Images taken with the SEM show the surface of the specimens from different composition
ratios. As shown in figure 5.7, there is very little or no spacing on the surface of PLA/PCL blends
at the weight ratio of 100/0, 75/25, 25/75 wt. % which means there is good bonding between the
fibers (figure 5.7a-c). The sample composed of PLA/PCL 75/25 wt. % (5.7b) appears to have a
rougher surface due to the high mixing energy between these immiscible polymers giving them
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higher strength. This is consistent with tensile results in figure 5.5. On the other hand, the surface
of PLA/PCL blends with 0/100 wt. % shows some space between fibers and it may occur by the
fixed range of 3D printing temperature from 150°C to 200°C and the fact that the materials had
been extruded in a liquid state which may cause the structure to shrink as it solidifies (figure 5.7d).

Figure 5.6: Fracture images corresponding to stress-strain curves in figure 5.5.

Figure 5.7: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of surface area of PLA/PCL composites.
(a) PLA/PCL 100/0 wt.%, (b) PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.%, (c) PLA/PCL 25/75 wt.%, and
(d) PLA/PCL 0/100 wt.%.
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5.5 Effect of TiO2 in PLA/PCL blend
Mechanical behavior of PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites
To investigate the effect of TiO2 in the mechanical properties of PLA/PCL composites,
tensile strength testing was performed. The tensile strength decreased as the amount of TiO2
increased, as can be observed in figure 5.8. As demonstrated in figure 5.5, the tensile stress of
PLA/PCL blend (3:1 ratio) without TiO2 has an approximate value of around 28 MPa. The addition
of TiO2 to the polymer blend enhances the mechanical properties; the highest tensile strength of
the composite was created by mixing with 1 wt. % of TiO2. However, a decrease in strength was
observed when the amount of TiO2 was increased to 3 and 5 wt.%. This is caused by the
agglomeration of particles in the polymer matrix implying that the blend needs to be mixed with
different methods or use a lower amount of TiO2 to obtain better performance.

Figure 5.8: Stress-strain curve of PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.%, with different amounts of TiO2
composites.
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Fractography of PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites
The fracture surface morphologies of PLA/PCL and PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites were
studied by scanning electron microscopy as shown in figures 5.9. It can be observed that TiO2
particles are evenly dispersed in the PLA/PCL matrix even at a low concentration such as 1 wt. %.
The photographic evidence observed in the SEM images correlates to the physical characteristics
of the filaments. A brittle fracture surface showing little elongation of fibers and a porous, rough
surface is seen in figure 5.9a. Contrarily in Figure 5.9b, a more fibrous fracture surface, indicating
the elongation of the filament before breaking. Based on the evidence of images and measured
properties, a higher tensile strength is expected in the PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites.

Figure 5.9: SEM images of (a) PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.%, (b) PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.25/24.75/1 wt.%
(arrows indicate TiO2).
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5.6 Effect of particle size in PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites
Mechanical behavior of PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites
Tensile test results show the effect of TiO2 in the blends in terms of mechanical properties
and are graphically represented in figure 5.10 and figure 5.11. Ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
increased when the three fillers were added to the polymer blend with the exception of the
composites with 0.25 and 1 % of the large particles (figure 5.10). Similar results were found for
the strain of the materials in terms of percent elongation (figure 5.11). There was an increase in
the fracture strain when the TiO2 was added, with the exception of 0.25 wt. % and 1 wt. % large
particle. The increase in UTS and strain is expected due to the particles’ interaction with the
polymer matrix which in the case of the larger particle, having less surface area, is not as
pronounced. Stress-strain curves of each composite were compared to the PLA/PCL baseline.
These graphs are grouped in figure 5.12 and demonstrate little change in the modulus of elasticity
with varying compositions. However, an increase in stress and fracture strain is observed due to
the chains of the polymer elongating and arranging in the tensile test. As mentioned earlier, the
effect of the larger particles on the stress-strain curves is less than those of the smaller particles.
Fractography of PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites
Mechanical behavior of the printed specimens was analyzed by comparing their fracture
surfaces using scanning electron microscopy. Samples chosen to examine were PLA/PCL 75/25
wt.% and composites with 0.5 % TiO2 small, medium and large particles, since they are the ones
with better mechanical properties. Micrographs in figure 5.13 show the fracture surface of these
samples at different magnification and reveal the difference in ductility between them. PLA/PCL
and PLA/PCL/TiO2 large particle samples show small amount of plastic deformation consistent
with stress-strain curves seen in figure 5.5 where they show the similar elastic modulus. Sample
with small particles exhibits higher amount of plastic deformation, but less than the sample with
medium particles. This is consistent with the mechanical testing values in figure 5.10 for UTS and
figure 5.11 for fracture strain.
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Figure 5.10: UTS values for PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.% blends with different TiO2 compositions and
particle sizes.

Figure 5.11: Percent elongation values for PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.% blends with different TiO2
compositions and particle sizes.
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Figure 5.12: Stress-strain curves for the composites (solid lines) prepared for this study compared
to the PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.% blend (black/dashed lines).
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Figure 5.13: SEM micrographs of specimens composed of PLA/PCL and its composites. (a)
PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.%, (b) PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.6/24.9/0.5 wt.% TiO2 small particles,
(c) PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.6/24.9/0.5 wt.% TiO2 medium particles, (d) PLA/PCL/TiO2
74.6/24.9/0.5 wt.% TiO2 large particles.
5.7 In Vitro biocompatibility of PLA/PCL/TiO2 composite
To evaluate the cellular effect of the PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites, MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast
cells were cultured on samples without TiO2 and samples printed with 0.50 and 1 wt. % TiO2
medium particles since these were the ones with better mechanical properties. The cells were
seeded onto the composites, and cell proliferation assay detected viable cells at 1, 2, 7 and 14 days
post-seeding. Figure 5.14 indicates that the cell growth significantly increased in the
PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites in a time-dependent manner even though no appreciable difference
was observed among the types of composites. Consistent with these results, the cells readily
adhered and spread out on the surface of all types of PLA/PCL/TiO2 composite (Figure 5.15).
These data suggest that the PLA/PCL/TiO2 composite can promote cell growth, and that the
composites with different compositions used for the experiments do not present cytotoxicity.
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Figure 5.14: Effect of MC3T3-E1 cells proliferation on PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.%, PLA/PCL/TiO2
74.6/24.9/0.5 wt.% TiO2 medium particles and PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.25/24.75/1 wt.%
TiO2 medium particles.

Figure 5.15: Effect of MC3T3-E1 cells adhesion and spreading of PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.%,
PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.6/24.9/0.5 wt.% TiO2 medium particles and PLA/PCL/TiO2
74.25/24.75/1 wt.% TiO2 medium particles.
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Given the robust cell proliferation and adhesion that was observed in PLA/PCL/TiO2
composites, the effect of PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites in osteoblast differentiation was investigated
using MC3T3-E1 cells. As shown in figure 5.16, the ability of osteoblast differentiation was
conducted with different types of PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites and the disparity among the
composites was not found. In addition, the relative mRNA expression of alkaline phosphatase
(ALP) and osteocalcin (OCN), which are osteoblastic markers, was examined. The enhanced
mRNA expression of ALP and OCN was observed in all the PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites compared
with that of the control (Figure 5.16c and d). It has been suggested that there are variable effects
of TiO2 in osteoblast differentiation depending on the size of particles blending with other
materials; however, in our experiments the general tendency was an improved osteoblast
differentiation by the addition of TiO2 particles [43,44].

Figure 5.16: Osteoblast differentiation in PLA/PCL 75/25 wt.%, PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.6/24.9/0.5
wt.% TiO2 medium particles and PLA/PCL/TiO2 74.25/24.75/1 wt.% TiO2 medium
particles. (a) Alkaline phosphatase staining (b) Alizarin red staining (c) Relative
mRNA expression of osteoblast marker on differentiation day 7 of ALP and (d) OCN.
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Taken together, the composites using PLA/PCL/TiO2 have great biocompatibility
including cell proliferation, adhesion and osteoblast differentiation that can improve the new
strategy for printing 3D bone structure. To enforce the approach, we proposed the schematic design
of 3D structure shown in figure 5.17. It displays the original bone structure which is divided into
two parts due to the porosity of the bone (figure 5.17a). The outer part of the bone, called compact
bone, has a dense structure with no obvious porosity. The inner part has many tiny spaces, and it
is called spongy bone. Consistent with the structure of the original bone, it could be mimicked by
two parts consisting of an outer part made with PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites and the inner part
which might be filled with soft fibers such as extracellular matrix (e.g. collagen) to build the open
micro and nano-fluidic channel system.

Figure 5.17: (a) Original bone structure, (b) Schematic design of artificial bone structure with
PLA/PCL/TiO2 and soft fibers.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Biocompatible polymers have recently gained attention in the field of biomedical
applications. Titanium base alloys have been commonly used for bone replacement procedures
due to their biocompatible and the mechanical properties. However, the prosthetics which titanium
base alloys present several disadvantages such as stress shielding and recurring pain to the subject
[45]. The PLA/PCL composites infused with TiO2 promise to be a better option for bone
replacement and grafting procedures. In the present work, it has been demonstrated that Modified
Fused Deposition Modeling is suitable for 3D printing multifunctional structures for artificial
cancellous bone that have been difficult to manufacture with conventional methods.
Composites consisting of PLA, PCL and TiO2 present good properties that can be used as
bone substitute. Mechanical behavior of these composites was analyzed and the optimum
composition (PLA/PCL/TiO2 0.50 % medium particles) was found. The strength of PLA/PCL
75/25 wt.% presents approximately 30 MPa and the modification of the blend with 0.5 wt.% of
TiO2 particles with an average size of 150 nm resulted in an increase of tensile strength up to 45
MPa due to the formation of an interface binding force among PLA, PCL and TiO2. By adding this
filler, the property of tensile stress has become similar to the cancellous bone (10-50 MPa) [46].
The effect of the total interface area has been studied indicating the optimum results with the
maximum interface area making the melt blended composite for creating 3D printed bone
structures. In addition to good mechanical properties, the composites do not exhibit cytotoxicity
and can promote cell proliferation since there is no show of harmful effects on them. Overall,
PLA/PCL/TiO2 composites can mimic to such an extent the mechanical properties of the bone
showing exceptional in vitro behavior.
In summary, the PLA/PCL/TiO2 composite which mimics the cancellous bone was
successfully printed using FDM and excellent in vitro biocompatibility of composites was
demonstrated in this study. Furthermore, the biocompatibility and degradable properties might be
enhanced through the addition of a soft filler such as component of extracellular matrix bearing
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with hydroxyapatite and alginate [47,48]. Further research can be done to enhance these properties
for future applications.
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